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a b s t r a c t

Based on a small set of assumptions on preferences, Kerschbamer (2015) introduces a geometric
delineation of distributional preferences and a parsimonious, non-parametric identification procedure
— the Equality Equivalence Test (eet). The assumptions of the test result in a mutually exclusive
taxonomy of social preference archetypes, nesting all empirically relevant types identified in the
literature. This article presents a ready-to-use software module for use with oTree (Chen et al., (2016),
which facilitates the implementation of the eet in the laboratory, the field, or online. The app can
be straightforwardly configured and parametrized using a single file and can be seamlessly integrated
into existing projects. Furthermore, the app features predefined evaluations of subjects’ responses and
provides a real-time report of the results in the experimenter’s dashboard. By this means, the module
offers a comprehensive, flexible, and time-saving tool for implementing and conducting the eet in a
myriad of configurations determined by the user.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Large parts of the economic literature are based on the as-
sumption that material self-interest is the only motivation of
rational decision makers. However, everyday experience as well
as behavioral evidence suggest that concerns for the well-being
of others might well affect people’s behavior in many economic
and social interactions. This, in turn, has lead to a large body
of literature on other-regarding preferences, where arguments
beyond material self-interest enter the decision makers’ utility
function. One class among these theories – commonly referred to
as distributional or social preferences – assumes that the decision
maker’s utility does not only depend on the own material payoff,
but may also be a function of the material well-being of others.1

✩ The software application presented in this article is free of charge and
licensed under an adapted MIT open source license with a citation requirement.
Any use of the software – whether as a whole or in parts – implies the
acceptance of the license agreement available in the folder for download. Demo
versions of several task variants are available at https://demo-eet.herokuapp.
com. Financial Support of the Austrian Science Fund (SFB F63) is greatfully
acknowledged. The app is available for download at the website of Felix
Holzmeister (www.holzmeister.biz) and the journal’s GitHub repository (https:
//github.com/JBEF/).
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URL: http://www.holzmeister.biz (F. Holzmeister).

1 Other arguments that may enter a decision maker’s utility function are
other people’s behavior (as in reciprocity models; e.g., Charness and Rabin,
2002; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004), other people’s payoff expectations (as
in guilt aversion models; e.g., Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006; Battigalli and

Distributional preferences have been shown to be behaviorally
and economically relevant in many different environments—see,
e.g., Sobel (2005) and Fehr and Schmidt (2006) for comprehensive
surveys.2

During the last decades, several methodologies to identify
and classify distributional preferences have evolved—see Ker-
schbamer (2013, 2015) for a thorough review and discussion of
the related literature. However, there has neither been reached a
consensus on the basic motivations behind social preferences nor
on the question how to delineate distributional archetypes. While
several studies start out with a given set of social preference types
and utilize experimental designs allowing for discriminating be-
tween them (see, e.g., Charness and Rabin, 2002; Engelmann and
Stobel, 2004; Cabrales et al., 2010; Iriberri and Rey-Biel, 2013),
other studies employ test designs that only allow for identifica-
tion of certain archetypes (see, e.g., Andreoni and Miller, 2002;
Fisman et al., 2007). Moreover, many identification procedures

Dufwenberg, 2007), or other people’s concerns for others’ well-being (as in
type-based models; e.g., Levine, 1998; Andreoni and Bernheim, 2009).
2 Important distributional preference types discussed in the literature include

concerns for relative income (Duesenberry, 1949), altruism (Becker, 1974;
Andreoni and Miller, 2002), envy (Bolton, 1991; Kirchsteiger, 1994; Mui, 1995),
spitefulness (Levine, 1998), inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton
and Ockenfels, 2000; Charness and Rabin, 2002), equity aversion (Charness and
Rabin, 2002; Fershtman et al., 2012), Rawlsian preferences (Charness and Rabin,
2002), Leontief preferences (Andreoni and Miller, 2002; Fisman et al., 2007),
maximin preferences (Engelmann and Stobel, 2004), surplus maximization (En-
gelmann and Stobel, 2004), egalitarian motives (Dawes et al., 2007; Fehr et al.,
2008).
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rely on a set of strong structural assumptions with respect to
a decision maker’s utility or motivational function. For exam-
ple, following up on the pioneering model introduced by Fehr
and Schmidt (1999), several studies rely on the assumption of
piecewise linearity (e.g., Charness and Rabin, 2002; Cabrales et al.,
2010; Iriberri and Rey-Biel, 2013), whereas social value orienta-
tion measures – such as the ring test (Liebrand, 1984) and the
slider task (Murphy et al., 2011) – presume linear preferences.

Kerschbamer (2015) illustrates that a set of four rather weak
and primitive assumptions on the decision maker’s preferences
results in a mutually exclusive and comprehensive delineation of
nine distributional preference types. Furthermore, the same set
of assumptions gives rise to an elicitation method – the Equality
Equivalence Test (eet) – that discriminates between social pref-
erence archetypes based on core features of the decision maker’s
preferences, rather than properties of identification procedures or
structural assumptions on the utility function. As a by-product,
the test yields a two-dimensional non-metric index of preference
intensity.

This article presents a ready-made software implementation
of the eet for use with oTree (Chen et al., 2016). As an open-
source, object-oriented web framework, oTree provides a
platform-independent environment deployable on any device,
including smartphones and tablets, facilitating the implementa-
tion of experiments in the laboratory, the field, or online. As a
ready-made application, the eet app taps the full potential of
oTree, implying straightforward setup and usage, seamless inte-
gration into existing projects, responsive graphical design, multi-
language support, and automated testing. Relevant parameters,
properties of the experimental protocol, and the graphical display
are configured by specifying a set of predefined variables in a
single file. In addition, the app features predefined evaluations of
experimental subjects’ responses and provides a real-time report
of the results in the experimenter’s dashboard. By that means,
the module offers a comprehensive and time-saving tool for
conducting the eetwith any arbitrary parametrization in different
experimental environments.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summa-
rizes the key assumptions of the eet and the resulting classifica-
tion of distributional preference archetypes. Section 3 introduces
the ready-made eet app for use with oTree, detailing how to
set up, parameterize, and utilize its features. Section 4 outlines
the predefined analysis and data stored. Section 5 illustrates the
ready-made implementation of the ‘‘admin report’’, graphically
summarizing experimental subjects’ responses in real time.

2. The ‘‘Equality Equivalence Test’’

The Equality Equivalence Test (eet), introduced by Kerschbamer
(2013, 2015), constitutes an experimental procedure to elicit
individual-level distributional preferences and their intensities
based on a multiple choice list format. Similar to the certainty
equivalent method, frequently applied to elicit individual-level
attitudes towards risk (see, e.g., Cohen et al., 1987; Abdellaoui
et al., 2011), the eet requires experimental subjects to indicate
their preferences in a menu of binary choices, where one of the
two options is held constant across the set of decision-making
problems. The methodology of the eet stems from a small set
of primitive assumptions on the decision maker’s preferences,
resulting in a well delineated and comprehensive, mutually ex-
clusive distinction between different archetypes of distributional
concerns. By this means, the eet serves as a simple but parsimo-
nious tool for eliciting and characterizing experimental subjects’
individual-level social preferences in a two-person context.

2.1. Assumptions

Closely following the definitions in Kerschbamer (2015), let
the set of feasible income allocations A be the non-negative quad-
rant of R2 and let a = (m, o) denote an income allocation that
gives a material payoff of m (for ‘my’) to the decision maker and
a material payoff o (for ‘other’) to the other person. Let ≽ denote
the decision maker’s preference relation over income allocations
in A.3

Assumption 1. The decision maker’s preference relation over
income allocations is complete and transitive. That is, it holds for
≽ that (i) for every allocation pair a, a′

∈ A, either a ≽ a′ or a′ ≽ a
(or both) and (ii) for every triple a, a′, a′′

∈ A, if a ≽ a′ and a′ ≽ a′′,
then a ≽ a′′.4

Assumption 2. The decision maker’s preference relation over in-
come allocations satisfies strict monotonicity in the own material
payoffm. That is, when comparing two arbitrary allocations (m, o)
and (m′, o) in A with o being equal, it must hold that (m, o) ≻

(m′, o) if and only if m > m′ and (m, o) ∼ (m′, o) if and only if
m = m′.

Assumption 3. The decision maker’s preference relation over
income allocations satisfies piecewise monotonicity in the other
person’s material payoff o. That is, when comparing two arbitrary
allocations (m, o) and (m, o′) in Awithm being equal and o < o′, it
must hold that the decision maker’s preference relation between
(m, o) and (m, o′) – i.e., whether ≻, ≺, or ∼ holds – is constant
whenever o > m (disadvantageous inequality) and constant
whenever m > o′ (advantageous inequality). Put differently,
the decision maker’s preference relation over any two income
allocations with the same material payoff m but o ̸= o′ only
depends on whether the decision maker is behind or ahead.

Assumption 4. The decision maker’s preference relation over
income allocations satisfies strict monotonicity in both payoffs
along the ray m = o. That is, when comparing two arbitrary
allocations (m, o) and (m′, o′) in A with m = o and m′

= o′,
it must hold that (m, o) ≻ (m′, o′) if and only if m > m′ and
(m, o) ∼ (m′, o′) if and only if m = m′.

2.2. Delineation of archetypes

Given Assumptions 1–4, the decision maker’s social preference
type can be determined by identifying the location of two sections
of the indifference curve through some symmetric reference al-
location r = (e, e) in the (m, o)-space: (i) the section that passes
the domain of disadvantageous inequality (the area north-west of
the 45◦ line through r = (e, e), i.e., where m < o) and (ii) the
section that passes the domain of advantageous inequality (the
area south-east of the 45◦ line, i.e., where m > o).

In particular, the choice space is divided into the subsets
{x1, x2, x3} and {y1, y2, y3} as depicted in Fig. 1: Given Assump-
tions 1–4, a decision maker’s indifference curve through the

3 Following standard conventions, a ≽ a∗ is to be read as ‘‘allocation a is
weakly preferred over allocation a∗ ’’. The asymmetric part of ≽, i.e., ‘‘allocation
a is strictly preferred over allocation a∗ ’’ is defined as a ≻ a∗

⇐⇒ a ≽
a∗ but not a∗ ≽ a. The symmetric part of ≽, i.e., ‘‘the decision maker is
indifferent between allocation a and allocation a∗ ’’ is defined as a ∼ a∗

⇐⇒

a ≽ a∗ and a∗ ≽ a.
4 Note that Assumption 1 in Kerschbamer (2015) includes continuity, which

simplifies the representation of assumptions and features of distributional
preference archetypes but is not required for the identification of preferences
per se (as the boundaries of the indifference sets are derived from the revealed
bounds of upper and lower contour sets).
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Fig. 1. Delineation of social preference archetypes (based on Kerschbamer,
2015). Assumptions 2 (strict own-payoff-monotonicity) and 4 (strict equal-
payoff-monotonicity) imply that a decision maker’s indifference curve through
the reference allocation r = (e, e) cannot pass either of the two shaded areas.

Table 1
Definition of archetypes of distributional preferences as proposed by Ker-
schbamer (2013, 2015). {x1, x2, x3} and {y1, y2, y3} denote the subsets of the
choice space in the domain of disadvantages and advantageous inequality,
respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. m < o indicates allocations where the
decision maker is behind (disadvantageous inequality), whereas m > o indicates
allocation where the decision maker is ahead of the other person (advantageous
inequality). ∂u/∂o denotes the partial derivative of the decision maker’s utility
function u(m, o) with respect to the material well-being of the other person. IC
denotes ‘‘indifference curve’’.
Preference Type m < o m > o IC passes. . .

Spiteful (competitive) ∂u/∂o < 0 ∂u/∂o < 0 x3 y1
Kick-down (bully the underlying) ∂u/∂o = 0 ∂u/∂o < 0 x2 y1
Equality averse (anti-egalitarian) ∂u/∂o > 0 ∂u/∂o < 0 x1 y1
Envious (grudging) ∂u/∂o < 0 ∂u/∂o = 0 x3 y2
Selfish (own money maximizing) ∂u/∂o = 0 ∂u/∂o = 0 x2 y2
Kiss-up (crawl to the bigwigs) ∂u/∂o > 0 ∂u/∂o = 0 x1 y2
Inequality averse (egalitarian) ∂u/∂o < 0 ∂u/∂o > 0 x3 y3
Maximin (Rawlsian, Leontief) ∂u/∂o = 0 ∂u/∂o > 0 x2 y3
Altruistic (efficiency loving) ∂u/∂o > 0 ∂u/∂o > 0 x1 y3

reference point r = (e, e) necessarily passes through one (and
only one) of the x-subsets and one (and only one) of the y-
subsets. Thus, apparently, the set of assumptions results in nine
possible constellations of indifference curves, defining nine mu-
tually exclusive archetypes of social preferences. As a byprod-
uct, the eet gives rise to a two-dimensional ordinal index, the
(x, y)-score, characterizing both a subject’s archetype and the
preference intensity (see Section 4). The nine social preference
types are listed in Table 1; Fig. 2 showcases typical (piecewise
linear) indifference curves associated with the particular types.5
For a discussion of the core features of the implied distributional
preference types and their relation to other definitions of social
concerns, see Kerschbamer (2015).

3. Setup and usage of the app

Kerschbamer (2015) marks the start of his paper on the Equal-
ity Equivalence Test (eet) with a familiar quote:

5 It is important to note that the eet does not assume piecewise linearity. The
assumption is only used in the figure to simplify and standardize the graphical
representation of indifference curves.

‘‘Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not one bit
simpler’’. — attributed to Albert Einstein (1879–1955)

The ready-to-use software module for implementing the eet
in oTree (Chen et al., 2016), illustrated in this article, acts upon
the same principle. Similar to the apps presented in Holzmeister
and Pfurtscheller (2016) and Holzmeister (2017), offering tools
for implementing frequently used risk elicitation methods, the
eet app is self-contained and, thus, can be utilized and seamlessly
integrated in any experiment conducted with the oTree frame-
work. The app facilitates the implementation of the eet as well
as a variety of modifications discussed in Kerschbamer (2015).
In a user-friendly and straightforward manner, thoroughly docu-
mented variables are specified in a single file (config.py) at the
root of the app’s directory. The file config.py consists of oTree’s
Constants class and specifies several variables to set parameters
and different features of the test. As the app is programmed as a
standard oTree application, pre-implemented configurations can
be modified or extended by custom-designed features without a
hitch.

The app can be easily translated into arbitrary languages using
Django’s i18n internationalization routines. That is, all texts dis-
played to subjects are tagged in the scripts and templates such
that translations are disentangled from the source code. Instruc-
tions on how to utilize the translation features are included in the
download packages. Similarly, all numbers displayed in monetary
units are flagged with currency field tags such that real world
or experimental currency denotations can be globally defined in
settings.py. The segregation of numbers and units facilitates
the app’s usage in any arbitrary currency denomination without
adapting the source code. Moreover, the app features ‘‘bots’’
(via tests.py) allowing for automated testing of the particular
configuration and parametrization of the test by simulating par-
ticipant behavior. Further information on how to run tests using
command line and browser bots are provided in the download
package.

3.1. Parametrization

The parametrization of the eet app utilizes the same deno-
tation as introduced by Kerschbamer (2015). In particular, the
menu of binary choices, subjects are exposed to (in the symmetric
version of the test), is characterized by four parameters: e, g , s,
and t . The parametrization is illustrated in Fig. 3.

(i) The parameter e ∈ R+ determines the locus of the reference
allocation, i.e. the equal payoff allocation (m, o) = (e, e). (ii)
g ∈ R+ constitutes a ‘gap’ variable, characterizing the vertical
distance to (e, e), i.e., the ‘other’ payoff in option ‘Left’ is equal
to (e+ g) in the x-list and (e− g) in the y-list. Note that g should
be restricted to be strictly smaller than e to rule out negative
or zero monetary payoffs. (iii) The parameter s ∈ R+ is a ‘step
size’ variable, characterizing the horizontal distance between two
adjacent (m, o)-allocations in both the x- and the y-list; i.e., the
‘my’ payoff varies in steps of size s around the locus payoff e. (iv)
t ∈ N+ acts as a ‘test size’ variable, determining the number of
steps (of size s) to be made to the left and to the right starting
from the allocation (m, o) = (e, e + g) in the x-list and the
allocation (m, o) = (e, e−g) in the y-list, respectively. To preserve
disadvantageous and advantageous inequality within the x- and
the y-list, t is restricted to be smaller or equal to g/s.

The parametrization outlined above gives rise to 2t +1 binary
choice problems in the domain of disadvantageous inequality (x-
list) and advantageous inequality (y-list), respectively, i.e., 4t + 2
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Fig. 2. Typical indifference curves of the nine distributional preference types identified by the eet (based on Kerschbamer, 2015). {x1, x2, x3} and {y1, y2, y3} denote
the subsets of the choice space in the domain of disadvantages and advantageous inequality, respectively. Assumptions 2 (strict own-payoff-monotonicity) and 4
(strict equal-payoff-monotonicity) imply that a decision maker’s indifference curve through the reference allocation r = (e, e) cannot pass either of the two shaded
areas. Arrows → indicate the locus of upper contour sets.

decision in total.6 For each decision problem, the subject is asked
to choose between two alternatives, ‘Left’ and ‘Right’, each cor-
responding to an allocation (m, o)—i.e., one monetary payoff for
the decision maker and one for a randomly matched, anonymous
subject in the experimental session. The payoff allocations for
alternative ‘Left’ are constructed as depicted in Fig. 3, implying
that the monetary payoff of the ‘other’ person is held constant
within the x- and the y-list, whereas the monetary payoff of the
decision maker increases monotonically in steps of s. Alternative
‘Right’ is held constant across all 4t + 2 choices and offers the
equal payoff allocation (m, o) = (e, e).7 By construction of the

6 Note that the minimum test size t = 1 implies six binary decisions, three
in the x-list and three in the y-list. However, as shown in Kerschbamer (2015),
four binary choice problems are actually sufficient to determine the decision
maker’s social preference type. The eet app features a reduced form version with
only four binary choices, implementable by setting reduced_form = True in
config.py. While the parameter t gets obsolete in this configuration, monetary
allocations – excluding (e, e + g) and (e, e − g) – are still constructed based on
the specified parameter e, g , and s.
7 The app applies a random lottery incentive procedure to avoid potential

‘wealth’ or ‘portfolio effects’ (see, e.g., Cubitt et al., 1998; Harrison and Ruström,
2008). As theoretically proven by Azrieli et al. (2012), choosing one out of several
decision problems at random is the only incentive compatible mechanism
assuming statewise monotonicity of revealed preferences. Accordingly, one of
the binary choices made by an ‘active’ player is randomly picked (with equal
probability) at the end of the task and played out according to the player’s
decision. In case of the ‘double role’ assignment (see Section 3.3), one of each
player’s decisions is chosen by an independent random draw to determine
participants’ payments.

test, the assumption of strict m-monotonicity (Assumption 2) is
sufficient to ensure that a decision maker would change at most
once from alternative ‘Right’ to alternative ‘Left’ in either of the
two lists, giving rise to the geometric delineation of the nine
social preference archetypes outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 2.

Note that the eet, by construction, allows for discrimina-
tion between the different types at any arbitrary precision. In
particular, it is up to the researcher – by utilizing a suitable
parametrization – to define when a decision maker should be
considered being individualistic in either of the two domains.
Suppose, we define a decision maker to be individualistic if un-
willing to give up ek in order to increase the other player’s payoff
by e1; the parameters in the eet would then need to be set such
that k = s/g ⇐⇒ s = kg , whereas e and t can be freely specified.

3.2. Extensions, refinements, and modifications

Besides the symmetric basic implementation of the eet, the
app features the extensions and refinements discussed in Ker-
schbamer (2013, 2015), which might be of interest to address
specific research questions and/or gather more fine-grained data
to increase the power to discriminate between distributional
concerns. In particular, the eet app features implementations of
the test with (i) asymmetric step sizes, (ii) asymmetric test sizes,
and (iii) multiple x- and y-lists. For a more thorough discussion of
the proposed modifications, refer to Kerschbamer (2013).

While the basic version of the eet implies symmetric step
sizes of size s, the asymmetric-step-size version of the eet asym-
metric_s = True modifies the horizontal distances between
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Fig. 3. The geometry of the Equality Equivalence Test (based on Kerschbamer, 2015). The x-list refers to binary decisions in the domain of disadvantages inequality
(m < o); the y-list refers to binary decisions in the domain of advantageous inequality (m > o). e determines the locus of the equal material payoff allocation; g is
a ‘gap’ variable characterizing the vertical distance to (e, e); s determines the ‘step size’ around the locus payoff e; t is a ‘test size’ variable determining the number
of steps (of size s). The eet requires a subject to indicate for each allocation (m, o) in the x- and y-list whether or not he/she prefers it to the equal material payoff
allocation r = (e, e).

adjacent allocations in the (m, o)-space in such a way that the
step size is small between allocations close to the center but gets
larger when moving towards the left and right. By this means,
the test’s power to discriminate between selfish and non-selfish
preferences is increased, without introducing additional binary
choices by specifying a higher test size t .8

The asymmetric-test-size version of the eet(asymmetric_t
= True) allows for examining whether a decision maker puts
more weight on the material payoff of the other person than
on the own material payoff by extending the x-list to the left
and the y-list to the right. Implementing this version introduces
an additional parameter, a, determining how many choices are
added to each of the two lists (starting from the symmetric
version based on e, g , s, and t). Note that the x- and the y-list
of the asymmetric-test-size version consists of 2t + a + 1 binary
decision problems each, i.e., 4t + 2a + 2 (rather than 4t + 2)
decision problems in total. As some research questions might
call for more precise estimates of the shape of indifference curves
in the (m, o)-space, the eet app also allows for implementing a
multi-list version of the test. Rather than requiring experimental
subjects to complete only one x- and one y-list as in the basic

8 By default, setting asymmetric_s = True in config.py will result in
asymmetric steps by determining the decision maker’s payoffs as follows: mi =

e+sgn(i−t)·s·t·(2|i−t|
−1)/(2t−1) for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2t}. This functional implies that the

‘my’ payoff of the outer left, the outer right, and the equal payoff allocation re-
main identical to the material payoffs of the symmetric basic version of the test,
whereas the differences between ‘my’ payoffs in allocations in between double
when moving to adjacent points on the left and right starting from the locus
allocation. For example, the setting e = 10, s = 1.5, and t = 4 would result in the
following ‘my’ payoffs: {4.00, 7.20, 8.80, 9.60, 10.00, 10.40, 11.20, 12.80, 16.00}.
However, the default implementation can be replaced by an arbitrary function
generating a list of ‘my’ payoffs in models.py.

version, multiple_lists = True renders an arbitrary number
of lists varying in the gap variable g .9

3.3. Role assignment and group matching

The eet implies a two-player context with two different roles:
the role of an ‘active’ player (i.e., the decision maker) and the
role of an ‘inactive’ player. Kerschbamer (2015) proposes three
different experimental protocols in terms of role assignment:
(i) the fixed role assignment, (ii) the role uncertainty procedure,
and (iii) the double role assignment. For a thorough discussion of
advantages and drawbacks of these assignment protocols, refer
to Kerschbamer (2013).

In the fixed role assignment (see, e.g. Cox et al., 2008; Cox
and Sadiraj, 2012), roles are assigned ex ante (conditional on the
configuration of the group matching; see below) and only the
‘active’ players act as decision makers in the eet’s binary choice
problems, whereas the ‘inactive’ players do nothing but receive a
payment (based on the matched ‘active’ player’s decision). With
role uncertainty (see, e.g. Engelmann and Stobel, 2004; Blanco
et al., 2011), both players in a group decide in the role of the
decision maker, but are only informed ex post which player’s de-
cision is relevant for payments (determined by a random draw).
Similar to the role uncertainty procedure, both players act as
decision makers in the double role assignment (see, e.g. Andreoni

9 To enhance flexibility, an additional variable, mutliple_g, takes an arbi-
trary list as its argument. The elements of this list determine the different gap
size parameters to be implemented for the multi-list version of the eet. The
number of x- and y-lists in the test, thus, is defined by the number of elements
in mutliple_g.
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and Miller, 2002; Fisman et al., 2007); however, at the same
time, both players act as ‘passive’ players too. Thus, each subject
receives two payoffs – one as the ‘active’, and one as the ‘passive’
player – in the double role assignment.10

The eet app features three different matching protocols: pairs
of players may be formed based on either a fixed or a random
procedure, or the matching may depend on participants’ arrival
time on the server. The latter might be particularly useful for
online implementations of the eet, for which players do not
access the software simultaneously.

3.4. Overall settings and appearance

Typically, the menu of binary decision problems in the eet is
presented to subjects in ordered lists, similar to multiple price list
formats commonly used in risk preference elicitation methods.
In the eet app, the boolean variable one_page controls whether
the x- and the y-lists are rendered on a single screen or a separate
screen each, respectively; the boolean variable counterbalance
determines whether the ordering of the two lists is identical for
all participants, with the x-list being displayed before the y-list,
or whether the two lists are randomly counterbalanced.

A typical concern associated with multiple price list formats
is the ‘compromise effect’ (see, e.g., Harrison and Ruström, 2008;
Beauchamp et al., 2016): subjects’ tendency to anchor towards
the middle of a list. Presenting the menu of binary choice prob-
lems one-at-a-time on separate screens (one_choice_per_
page) rather than in form of ordered lists may serve as a remedy
for anchoring effects. Another means to mitigate the compromise
effect is to randomize the order in which decision problems are
displayed (shuffle_lists), which might be used with either
the tabular form display or the one-at-a-time presentation of
choices. A potential drawback of shuffled and/or one-choice-per-
page versions of the test, however, is that they might induce a
higher frequency of choices violating the monotonicity assump-
tion (see, e.g., Chakravarti et al., 2002). To mitigate this problem,
subjects might be presented with an ordered list of the choices
they have made earlier in the shuffled and/or the one-choice-
per-page version of the test (revise_decision), offering them
an opportunity to rethink and revise the decisions previously
made (as, e.g., in Hedegaard et al., 2018).

Violations of monotonicity also occur in the ordered-lists ver-
sion of the test—see Kerschbamer (2015). A technical means to
preclude reversals in revealed preferences, as suggested by An-
dersen et al. (2006), is to enforce at most one switching point
in the menu of binary decision problems in the x- and the y-
list, respectively. Setting enforce_consistency = True implies
that all options ‘Left’ below a selected option ‘Left’ and all options
‘Right’ above some selected option ‘Right’ are checked automati-
cally, imposing strict monotonicity of revealed preferences. In this
version of the test subjects practically make a single decision on
each list: they choose at which decision problem they want to
switch from ‘Right’ to ‘Left’ (see Kerschbamer and Müller, 2017,
for an application)

In addition to the task-specific configurations outlined above,
two boolean variables (instructions and results) control
whether or not to display a separate html-template for instruc-
tions and a summary of the results, respectively.11 The result

10 Note that other role assignment protocols can easily be implemented by
adapting and/or extending the source code in models.py and/or pages.py.
For instance, the app could be modified to a ‘single-player’ version where all
players are assigned the role of the ‘active’ player while the ‘inactive’ role is
assigned to participants who are absent from the experimental session.
11 Note that the instructions included in the html-files in the app’s template
directory only serve as examples. They do only refer to the default settings
in config.py and need to be adapted to the particular set of configurations
chosen.

screen resembles the decision a subject made in the choice which
has been randomly drawn for payment and explains how the final
payoff of both players is derived.

4. Data output

Despite providing a comprehensive tool for implementing the
eet in oTree, our app offers three different kinds of evaluations of
subjects’ distributional concerns, to be used for further analysis:
(i) (x, y)-scores, (ii) parameter intervals in the piecewise linear
utility model, and (iii) willingness to pay intervals. Note that the
derivation of all three measures is strictly dependent on subject’s
consistency. Thus, participants violating the assumption of m-
monotonicity, i.e., switching between option ‘Right’ and option
‘Left’ more than once, are excluded from the analysis.12 For all
subjects not violating monotonicity, all three measures are auto-
matically determined by the app and stored in the database once
all decisions in the x- and the y-list have been submitted.

4.1. (x, y)-Scores

Based on a subject’s choices in the menu of binary decision
problems, Kerschbamer (2015) introduces an ordinal measure to
characterize both the archetype and the intensity of distributional
concerns. This is done by translating the switching point in the
x- and the y-list into a two-dimensional index: the (x, y)-score.
While the x-score characterizes the subject’s behavior (and pref-
erences) in the domain of disadvantageous inequality, i.e., the
decision problems in the x-list, the y-score summarizes a subject’s
behavior in the realm of advantageous inequality, i.e., the choices
in the y-list. In particular, the x- and the y-score are defined by

x = (t + 0.5) −

2t+1∑
i

IRi (1)

y = −(t + 0.5) +

2t+1∑
i

ILi (2)

where IRi (ILi ) is an indicator variable taking the value 1 if the par-
ticipant revealed to prefer option ‘Right’ (‘Left’) over ‘Left’ (‘Right’)
for some decision problem i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2t + 1}. Note that the
definitions above imply that either of the scores can take on 2(t+
1) different values. By construction, a positive (negative) x-score
corresponds to benevolent (malevolent) behavior in the realm of
disadvantageous inequality, whereas a positive (negative) y-score
corresponds to benevolent (malevolent) behavior in the domain
of advantageous inequality. In addition, the magnitude of each
of the two scores serves as an ordinal measure of the intensity of
distributional concerns in the corresponding inequality domain.13

12 Note that the problem how to deal with multiple switching behavior in
the analysis is the same as for risk preference elicitation methods based on
multiple price list formats. Thus, the expedients applied in the realm of risk
preference elicitation time and again might be considered for the eet as well:
(i) inconsistent choices may be excluded from the data analysis, (ii) the overall
number of ‘Right’ choices may be used as an preference indicator, irrespective of
multiple switching behavior, or (iii) the mean of the switching points may serve
as a proxy for distributional concerns. Alternatively – as discussed previously
– a single switching point might be enforced to rule out violations of the
monotonicity assumption at the outset.
13 Note that the (x, y)-score can only be reasonably determined for single-list
versions of the eet, but not multi-list versions. For multi-list versions, each list
would give rise to a separate (x, y)-score which cannot be straightforwardly
aggregated as they are based on an ordinal measurement.
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of the bubble chart of (x, y)-scores (top left), the histogram of archetypes (top right), and the summary table containing information on midpoints
of piecewise linear utility model parameter intervals, midpoints of willingness to pay intervals, and (x, y)-scores (bottom panel) in the admin report of oTree’s admin
interface. The ‘‘Data’’ dropdown menu allows to select whether to display lower and upper bounds or midpoints of parameter and willingness to pay intervals,
respectively; the ‘‘Show/Hide’’ dropdown menu allows for selecting an arbitrary set of columns in the table. Data points are based on browser bots simulation
(n = 50) of the default game implementation.

4.2. Parameters in a piecewise linear model

A potential shortcoming of the (x, y)-score as a non-metric
measure of preference intensity is the implied lack of comparabil-
ity of results of studies utilizing different sets of test parameters
(as the score is not normalized to e, g , s, and t). As a remedy,
the (x, y)-score can be directly translated into lower and upper
bounds of parameter intervals in a structured model. The most
commonly used functional form in the realm of distributional
preference modeling is the piecewise linear model introduced
by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) to describe self-centered inequality
aversion, and its extension by Charness and Rabin (2002) to allow
for other types of distributional concerns. The piecewise linear
utility function reads

uγ ,σ (m, o) =

{
(1 − σ )m + σo if m ≤ o
(1 − γ )m + γ o if m > o,

(3)

where the two parameters γ and σ are both assumed to be
strictly smaller than 1 (to preserve monotonicity). Thus, a deci-
sion maker’s utility is described as a linear combination of the

own and the other player’s material payoff, where the weight
put on the other’s payoff might depend on whether the decision
maker is behind or ahead. Apparently, σ = 0, σ > 0, and
σ < 0 corresponds to individualistic, benevolent, and malevolent
behavior in the domain of disadvantages inequality, whereas,
correspondingly, γ = 0, γ > 0, and γ < 0 corresponds
to individualistic, benevolent, and malevolent behavior in the
domain of advantages inequality. Note, however, that the elic-
itation procedure does only allow for obtaining estimates for
the lower and upper bounds of σ and γ , respectively, but not
point estimates. For a thorough discussion on how the choices
of a subject with preferences characterized by (3) translate into
parameter intervals of the model and the implied relationship to
(x, y)-scores, refer to Kerschbamer (2015).14

14 For multi-list versions of the test, estimates for the lower and upper bound
of σ and γ are obtained by regressing the decision maker’s payoffs on the
other person’s payoff in the allocations determining the decision maker’s point
of indifference, forcing the regression line through the equal payoff allocation
(m, o) = (e, e). In particular, the lower (upper) bound estimate of σ and γ are
the coefficients of a ordinary least squares regression (without a constant) of the
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4.3. Willingness to pay

As an alternative to parameters in the piecewise linear model,
distributional preference intensities can be expressed in terms
of the decision maker’s willingness to pay for an increase or
decrease of the other person’s material payoff (wtp) in both the
domain of disadvantageous inequality (wtpd) and the domain
of advantageous inequality (wtpa).15 The piecewise linear model
characterized by (3) implies that the decision maker’s willingness
to pay, defined as

wtp =
∂o u(m, o)
∂m u(m, o)

(4)

—where ∂o u(m, o) and ∂m u(m, o) denote the partial derivatives
of uγ ,σ (m, o) with respect to o and m, respectively—is piecewise
constant. If σ ≥ 0 (γ ≥ 0),wtpd = σ (1−σ )−1 (wtpa = γ (1−γ )−1)
gives the amount in terms of the ‘own’ material payoff the deci-
sion maker is willing to give up in the domain of disadvantageous
inequality (advantageous inequality) in order to increase the other
player’s material payoff by one unit; symmetrically, if σ < 0
(γ < 0), wtpd = −σ (1 − σ )−1 (wtpa = −γ (1 − γ )−1) gives the
amount in terms of the ‘own’ material payoff the decision maker
is willing to give up in the domain of disadvantageous inequality
(advantageous inequality) in order to decrease the other person’s
material payoff by one unit. As for the parameter estimates in the
piecewise linear model, the decision maker’s willingness to pay
can only be approximated by means of the interval boundaries,
but not point estimates.

5. Admin report

To further enhance usability, the eet app utilizes oTree’s ‘ad-
min report’ to provide real-time graphical and tabular infor-
mation and analysis on the data gathered during the experi-
mental session. The admin report can be launched via oTree’s
administrator interface and features a histogram of distribu-
tional archetypes, a graphical representation of the distribution of
(x, y)-scores, and a table summarizing participants’ (x, y)-scores,
the parameter intervals in a piecewise-linear utility model, the
corresponding willingness to pay intervals, and the associated
archetype in a paginated format.

In particular, the admin report features a bubble chart of (x, y)-
scores (see top left panel in Fig. 4), a frequency chart of the nine
social preference archetypes (see top right panel in Fig. 4), and
a summary table of all relevant information (see bottom panel
in Fig. 4). Both figures can be downloaded in publishable quality
in different file formats (.png, .jpg, .pdf, or .svg) directly using
the ‘hamburger’ button in the top right corner. The summary
table allows for filtering by any characters using the ‘search’
bar, selecting or deselecting any table columns for display, and
sorting the data based on any column. The table contents can be
downloaded directly in different file formats (.xlsx, .csv, or .pdf),
copied to the clipboard, or printed immediately.

m-payoffs in the allocations presented in option ‘Left’ of the decision maker’s
first ‘Left’ (last ‘Right’) choice on the corresponding o-payoffs for both the x- and
y-list separately. However, since multi-list versions of the eet are apparently
way more likely to provoke violations of the test’s assumptions, they might
require more involved econometric models (such as, e.g., finite mixture models)
to produce meaningful results. The estimates produced by the software should
thus be interpreted carefully for multi-list versions.
15 Note that using the wtp’s as measures of distributional concerns in the do-
main of advantageous and disadvantageous inequality might be more convenient
for econometric analyses as they – unlike the parameters from the piecewise
linear model – are symmetrically scaled around zero.
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